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Abstract:
Radiology (today better Imaging) plays an important role in medical diagnostics and has evolved to gate keeper. This progress would not be possible without the mutual relationship with the disciplines of natural science.

Although Conrad Wilhelm Röntgen invented his xrays already at the end of the 19th century, a shift of the paradigm occurred silent but steady during last three decades. In the time before this shift the relationship of both disciplines was rather distinct – engineers were responsible for tubes and generators and Radiology “exploited” the equipment and by using contrast media several variants were setup. Although Radiology is reporting images by pattern analysis with human feature extraction, half a century ago Radiology started to investigate if mathematical modeling can enhance/improve radiologists reporting. Starting with the invention of Digital Subtraction Angiography and Computed Tomography a new era started and information technology entered the stage. Sophisticated algorithms enabled to overcome hardware restrictions and image storage and retrieval was becoming a major task. Additionally availability of digital images enabled post processing and soon the idea of decision support systems were born – thus make the relationship between Radiologists and engineers of all disciplines more tight.

The purpose of the presentation is to highlight this evolution from the point of view of a SWOT analysis (Strengths-Weakness-Opportunities-Threads) as well as to depict the interactions and cooperation between the University of Szeged and the Medical University Graz in that field. Appropriate examples of this successful scientific cooperation will be demonstrated.
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